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1953 Chakma M37 click on icon to listen to our commercials! Call us today to make an offer on any car! 636-600-4600 Motoxtok Classic cars will ensure that your online shopping experience is over and will be a breeze. We are selling classic and exotic cars especially since 1987! We have been a significant and
confident, since 1999 with thousands of top rating eBay feedbacks sellers have been positive! We are located in St. Louis, 60,000 square-by-square-by-square-by-5 acres with 200 cars in stock under a roof. We are praying for a designated $500.00 deposit and give you a 7-day grace period to inspect the car. If you or an
agent is on a schedule inspection completion at our St. Louis location then the car is not your choice, we will refund your deposit with no questions. It's unique to our industry! We offer financing through two of the best lenders in the industry. You should need financing to put this car in your garage, call us today at 636-
600-4600. Please see your page on eBay for other interesting vehicles. 1953 Chakma M37 Detail Rarely Seen Military Sleek M37 Natural Color &amp; Original Body T-246 230ci Paint Work 3-Cylinder Engine 4-Speed Manual Transmission Rare Support Petrol Heater Chakma M37's 1951 to 1958 They used extensively
during the Korean War and the State. They are still widely recognized, the most efficient, road-cars ever designed! This animal looks great as he sits and naturally gets a ton of attention looking beautiful. Motoxtok Classic Cars 1953 Sleek M37 is happy to present you the picture you see. This truck has been used as a
small town search and rescue vehicle in and around the Iowa area, since being de-de-de-de-de-de-de-de-de-de-de-de-de-de-de-de-de-de-de-de-de-de-de-de-de-de-de-de-de-de-de-de-de-de-de-de-de-de-de-de-de-de-de-de-de-de-de-de-de-de-military. It looks a little bit around the edges but it never fails to perform and you
can imagine. When H1 Hummers can't make it and it's time to call in the big boys-it's used to you! As you can tell-this truck has come to the test of time. The truck maintains its solid original body. Over the years, olive-washed paint is its natural padrina. You can still see through it through the original military signs. The
ferna is a film of a metal-based oxide, especially bronze or copper green oxide. Canvas olive wash top is in new and great shape. This old military truck can pass almost as a clean rat stick! It should be noted that the floors and truck beds are solid and show no sign of the mooring through it. Admission is just about it
because it gets. The original set is refueled with the sparings and cushions and only olive-washed canvas which is found out of the roof. The Original The original gauges are still intact. It should be remembered that the horn and the raghathand windshield are currently inoperauly. The splint is windshield. Below the head,
the M37 is powered by a 230-cubic inch T-246 6-cylinder engine. This particular engine can get a truck weighing up to around 45mph with a sea travel speed - it's a truck that's saying a lot for 5,917lbs! The truck starts right with a 24V and initial system. It should be remembered that this truck has very little gasoline heater!
The motor is an NP88950 3-speed manual transmission and twin lever operation with NP88845 transfer case. The trends are floating complete with 5.83 infarct. The truck is sitting on a set of massive 14-multi-tiered. The former owner gave a lot of money to the M37 mechanic update within the past year. Services include:
24 new batteries for volt systems, new valves, rebuilt corporate, new fuel pumps, new gas tanks, new underwater-enabled plug/wires, new wheel cylinders and a new master cylinder with cylinder head reconstruction. This truck runs like a winner. Just change the switch, start the floor and fall into this animal life. It's a
rarely seen military-style M37 and it's likely you'll never see another like that! VIN is 80257344 and the mobile currently shows 16,903, which is actually considered. It is being sold on a clear and clear title. Get out and!!! Drive-In-The-Car:10,900 Mile: 16,903 VIN: 80257344 Years: 1953 Build: 1953 Build: Sleek Model: M37
Title: Clear Warranty: No Condition: Used Options: Engine: 230ci 6 Cylinder T-T Resolution: 3-Speed Manual Body: SEC/Pickup Doors: 2 Door Stock Number: 141204 Lot Number: Outdoor: Olive Door Entry: Olive Video Terms &amp; Conditions Are Final with All Sellers Where/Where, As ! You must be over 18 and have
to pay with a money order, a cospall test or wire transfer. This transaction did not speak without this intention to finalize. Sorry, no bid re-retaqtan is allowed, ask questions before your speech. Your speech is a binding agreement. EBay is an advertising device and sells a lot of our vehicles before the auction ends. Call us
today at 636-600-4600 to make this car your own! The seller reserves the right to end the initial auction. We are praying for a nominal $500.00 refund deposit. It's unique to our industry! Motoxtoki Classic Cars has been part of eBay Motors since 1999 and has maintained a great reputation and 100 lbs positive feedback.



We want to keep it this way for future customers! The car is being sold by a licensed state of Missouri Dealer (Motoxtok Classic Cars, LLC). You will need to check with your local government for any specific rules regarding any inspection of these old vehicles. We will not be held responsible for any vehicle inspections.
Car is offered A personal inspection right by any bid or agent. If you or an agent is on a schedule inspection completion at our St. Louis location then the car is not your choice, we will refund your deposit with no questions. The car must be left to the buyer/agent/tiger before it is issued. If you are a high bidder and are not
able to inspect the vehicle before the auction is near, you or an agent will have seven (7) days to get the car after the auction is near. I strongly encourage physical examination to avoid any misunderstandings or representations. All conflicts outside or as a result of this sale will eventually be determined by the american
mediator sedition, according to the trade rules of the American Mediator Association, in St. Louis, Missouri. According to the arbatators, the mediation will be performed by one or more. Any award shall be applicable in any court as a decision in the jurisdiction of the jurisdiction. The sale of automobiles described in this
agreement to mediator will survive. Buyers and sellers agree that Missouri law will govern for all purposes under this bill of sale. The personal jurisdiction of the buyer and seller state and the Federal Courts of Missouri, particularly to enforce and enforce the arbitration agreement and the award of arbitration. All the above
terms and conditions apply to the sale of the vehicle, whether by eBay or otherwise. Payment terms must be made by checking the payment hit, money orders or transfer of payable in our dollars. A refund deposit of $500.00 must be received within twenty-four (24) hours of auction, either MasterCard, Visa, Discovery or
PayPal (credit card or deposit PayPal is not for full payment only). The buyer cannot claim any ownership without fully paying the car. The buyer's car is near seven (7) days from auction to inspect. If a inspection or decision takes more than seven days and you do not find the car you like, you will be deposited and the car
will be registered. The final payment should be received within ten (10) days of auction. The refund deposit applies only if you or the agent inspects the car in St. Louis and does not find it your choice. Documentary fee: A $195.00 fee will be added to each car sold. This includes title transfer, inventory tax, expenses, car
manufacturing, storage and delivery of priority documents. When they leave our property we will not be responsible for the buyer's back-up or problems. We are just realistic. Most of us are the oldest of the cars and will need CTLs by their nature and some degree of attention sooner or later. These are not new cars and
you should not expect A great, new car. Once the full payment is received, the seller will call a copy of the e-mail or explicit title, sales bill, buyers guide and additional DMV form to sign the buyer and return via e-mail or fax. Fully implemented form should return to the seller before the car's shipping. The original
paperwork will be sent to the buyer via usPS preferred mail within ten (10) days from the last payment date. For an excerpt on shipping anywhere in the world, please feel free to email us at sales@Motoexotica.com or call 636-600-4600. We will give you an estimated price for open and connected transportation or abroad.
We are happy to accommodate our international buyers! Over the past several decades we have exported thousands of vehicles to Norway, Germany, Estonia, Puerto Rico, Hawaii, Alaska, Costa Rica, Brazil, British Columbia, Canada and other places around the world. The overseas transmission will be placed in a steel
container for safe sea passage or optional roll-on/roll off. We take care of all the details and paperwork. All you have to do is get the car gathered at your nearest port and enjoy! Please note that we are not a transport company and offer this service only as a convenience to our customers. You are more than welcome to
manage your own shipping. Only after the last payment will the transport start and the signed documents are received. Financing we offer financing through many of the best lenders in the industry. They are currently offering very attractive rates for all collector and special interest automobiles. With a loan amount of
$10,000 to $500,000, and flexible terms up to 12 years, you can finance your dream car. For additional details, call us at 636-600-4600. Warranty are final with all the sales cars where the sale is being done, as it is! The vehicle is offered with the right to a personal inspection by any bid or agent. The vehicle is available for
inspection before bidding. If you are a high bidder and are unable to inspect the car before auction, you or the agent will be asked about the vehicle that is near the auction of the day (7). I strongly encourage physical examination to avoid any misunderstandings or representations. All used vehicles should be assumed to
get some degree of clothing. No car is best for everyone. Every car has its power, shells, trends and turns. Therefore, despite our best efforts to verify the mechanical condition of the vehicle, we are not able to take care of warranty or the attention of the previous owner. This is why all vehicles are sold where/as/is. We
described the vehicle above as the best of our ability. However, with all classic and exotic vehicles, the condition is obvious. Please be advised that any vehicle is not spoken about Configuration of written statements Or that the car's condition warranty. Industry Unique Return Policy: If for any reason you receive your car
and the buyer is looking for, do not be happy with the car or just do not want to buy your car back. We should be notinated in the written form of your decision seven (7) after you said the day of the receipt of the car. The car may not be more than 75 miles on the passenger scale since then and it left us owned and
returned to the condition that it left. You will be responsible for a restocking fee which will be equivalent to the purchase price of the car for 20 lbs, no exceptions. Your car will also be responsible for shipping back to our shop at your expense. Copyright © 1999-2015 Motoxtoki. The rights are reserved in this document, all
other trademarks, names and anything else are owned and protected by their respective owners. Owners.
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